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Introduction to the 2016-2017 Edition
No voice is more powerful or persuasive than that of a PFLAG member. As people who are
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ), their parents, families, friends, and
allies, we know firsthand the impact that discriminatory laws have on ourselves and our loved
ones. Our stories of the pain that prejudice inflicts—and the joy that equal treatment
brings—are enormously important and impactful in moving fair legislation forward and in
opposing antiLGBTQ bills and resolutions, whether in Congress or back home in cities and
states across the nation.
Our voices have helped move equality forward on important issues like marriage equality,
advocating for family acceptance, safer schools, trans rights, and workplace fairness. It is
essential that we, as PFLAG members, continue to educate key decision makers about the
issues that affect our families.
Federally, we urge Congress to grant important opportunities to continue education efforts
vital to the ultimate passage of legislation including 
The Equality Act
, the 

LGBT Data Inclusion
Act
,
Safe Schools Improvement Act (SSIA),

Student NonDiscrimination Act (SNDA), 

Do No Harm
Act
, and 
Every Child Deserves a Family Act 
(ECDF), as
well as other critical bills necessary to
extend full equality to our LGBTQ loved ones and ourselves.
At the state and municipal levels, PFLAGers have helped deliver recent victories including the
monumental Supreme Court decision on June 26th, 2015, that declared marriage equality the
law of the land, a decision achieved through decades of perseverance and hard work by
advocates and activists, LGBTQ individuals and their allies alike. While recent legal backlash
against that victory has meant more than one hundred discriminatory antiLGBTQ bills, religious
freedom laws (RFRAs) using the word religion as a guise for discrimination, and, notably, a wave
of specifically antitrans legislation cropping up at the state level across the country, PFLAG
members have fought and defeated, and are still fighting to prevent these bills from becoming
law. In recent years, PFLAGers have aided in the defeat of dozens of antiLGBTQ bills in Texas,
advocated for a transgender public accommodations antidiscrimination law in Massachusetts,
campaigned against conversion therapy in states across the country, and helped overturn
existing discriminatory laws across the country.
This year, we all need to continue to work hard to educate federal, state and local elected (and
soontobe elected!) officials so that we are prepared to move proLGBTQ legislation forward,
pass bills, and broaden awareness among legislators of their importance. To ensure the success
of our education efforts, this year’s 
One Voice Can Change the World focuses on tools to stay
engaged on critical pieces of legislation, regardless of whether bills are federal, state or
municipal—especially with the rise of state backlash bills and antitrans legislation.
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After tragedies like the shooting in Orlando which targeted LGBTQ and Latinx individuals, we
are reminded of the need for legislative pushback on blood ban laws, as well as nationwide
antidiscrimination and antihate crime protections for LGBTQ people. We see a call to reframe
community dialogue and calls to action within lobbying efforts to appeal to basic human
connectedness and dignity to change the hearts and minds of those changing the lawsan
effort at which PFLAGers have always excelled. Orlando as well as the continuous surge of
hatebased violence, especially as it occurs disproportionately against trans women of color,
reminds us of the need to elevate cultural understanding of discrimination among LGBTQ
people as it is amplified by intersecting issues of race, economic status, physical ability, and
other factors. As we advocate to change or promote policies, a concurrent goal is to change
culture. PFLAGers do this by telling their stories and by meeting unfounded fear with necessary
facts.
One Voice...
also continues to emphasize the importance of including our transgender and
genderexpansive loved ones in all of the work that we do. This guide includes background
information and links to talking points on each topic and information on the “howto”
rudiments of everyday citizen lobbying.
It is critically important that PFLAG families let elected officials know where they stand on
important legislative and administrative issues.
While we have seen progress and a shift towards greater acceptance in culture and politics, we
also know that our opponents are tireless in their efforts to block progress and roll back
equality for LGBTQ Americans. Culture and public opinion is changing positively in many
places—people support equality in the U.S. by much larger percentages than even one year
ago—but resistance to change becomes increasingly extreme. There is still a long fight ahead
for many of our issues.
And these issues are urgent—HB2 has been the cause of unbelievable discrimination in North
Carolina, and trans individuals across the country are battling dangerous bills proposed by state
officials. We cannot allow antiLGBTQ equality voices to dominate the debate in any
jurisdiction; we must take advantage of every opportunity to meet directly with our Senators
and Representatives. Because of how often our federal legislators are home, we can request
meetings with them any time they are away from DC. We must lead back home with our
governors and state legislators, our mayors and city council members and with our county
commissioners.
As a part of this publication, there is a guide on how to become an effective advocate for
LGBTQ equality, as well as a review of the rudiments of how to be an effective citizen lobbyist.
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Please note, though, that the issues and guidelines provided here are just starting points. You
can always visit the PFLAG National website at 
pflag.org

for the latest news and
information
about important issues facing the LGBTQ community. This guide and toolkit will provide you
direction and resources for all stages of advocacy, will help you take the next steps in moving
LGBTQ equality forward, and will support your efforts via tips and tools, as well as personal
stories from PFLAG members who have been advocating for themselves and their LGBTQ loved
ones.
If you find something you’re reading that you’d like to discuss further, you can contact 
PFLAG
National’s Director of Policy Diego Sanchez or your PFLAG National Field Manager for more
information, or with any questions you might have. Their contact information can be found
online at 
pflag.org/aboutourpeople
.
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Part I: Advocacy
I originally joined PFLAG for support and education after my son came
out. Eventually I became more active and started advocating in my
community.
– Linda Stroupe, PFLAG Greensboro;
South Atlantic Regional Director
There are many reasons and ways to be an advocate for policy change that will benefit us and
our LGBTQ loved ones.
● Ally voices are critical. 
As Margaret Mead once said, “Never doubt that a small group of
thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that
ever has.” A diverse group of thoughtful, committed citizens provides multifaceted
framing that can appeal to a range of audiences. Straight allies have a unique voice that
can be extremely persuasive when it comes to issues of equality because they won’t
directly benefit from policy changes or new laws being passed. We so often hear that
people are involved in the equality movement because “it is the right thing to do” or
because “all people are equal” which have greater impact among some audiences
coming from a straight person. Allies have had a hugely important role in all civil rights
movements, and will continue to be essential in the movement for LGBTQ equality.
● LGBTQ voices are powerful. 
While we know many of our members are families and
allies, PFLAG also includes LGBTQ individuals. Advocating for equality can be
intimidating at first, especially as a person who knows firsthand its importance. It can
also be an incredible opportunity—as long as one is safely out, vocal, and in a position to
do so—to stand up for what directly affects you and your friends. Your voice is unique
and powerful and since no one knows your experience quite like you do, sharing your
story is vital to showing people who may know less about LGBTQ issues the reality of
your lived experience. With this in mind, it is also vital that allies remember to focus on
elevating LGBTQ voices wherever possible and being sure to stand behind LGBTQ
individuals through advocacy rather than standing in their place.
● Advocacy is fun! 
While some PFLAG members may start out as reluctant advocates,
hesitant to speak out for equality, many, over time, become actively engaged in this part
of the PFLAG mission, sharing their stories and desire for their LGBTQ loved ones to be
treated equally. With a little time and a lot of inspiration from compatriot PFLAG
members, you too can join the ranks of advocates working for LGBTQ equality.
One Voice Can Change the World…
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● Advocacy is educational. 
Through educating others about current LGBTQ issues, we are
required to become more aware and learn more ourselves—about current legislative
priorities and where our fight is headed, about the communities we live in and the
government officials who represent us, and about the processes by which laws and
public opinions change.
● Anyone, anywhere, can be an advocate. 
Advocacy can include basic, everyday steps to
promote LGBTQ equality. Starting a casual conversation about equality, your personal
story or upcoming events your PFLAG chapter is hosting is another great and simple way
to advocate.

Different Types of Advocacy
To adequately address the threepronged PFLAG mission of support, education, and advocacy,
and help you achieve your advocacy goals, we will look at a few different types of advocacy:
Self advocacy, individual advocacy, and community advocacy.
Self advocacy is about standing up for yourself concerning a cause that directly affects you. Self
advocacy is the most personal, and thus a very effective method of advocacy.
With 
individual advocacy
, one still takes personal steps to promote LGBTQ equality via local,
state, and federal policies; but this advocacy is often done in support of another person who is
directly affected or on behalf of a cause which one feels strongly about.
Community advocacy 
focuses on the shared goals of a group or multiple groups, and happens
through different types of collective work, including 
organizing within your PFLAG chapter
, and
partnering with or building coalitions
with likeminded organizations to work towards goals.

Engaging In Self Advocacy
Self advocacy is about drawing from one's own personal experience to speak out about
important issues. This form of advocacy is foundational to all other kinds of advocacy, because
it is gets to the heart of an issue. It is the problems experienced firsthand by individuals which
exemplify the need for culture and policy to change in the first place, and which inform what
those changes need to look like. Self advocates are the faces of our community and act as the
voices of our issues.
With this in mind, self advocacy may be carried out by LGBTQ individuals as well as parents,
friends, and allies, depending on the matter at hand.
Advocating for oneself can be a powerful way to dispel misconceptions about a topic and
change the lives of others with similar stories, but it is foremost a powerful way of standing up
One Voice Can Change the World…
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for oneself and acknowledging the need for justice and change in one’s personal life. Self
advocacy may be intimidating at first because it deals with personal matters, but the reward is
great. Committing to being a self advocate means refusing to accept business as usual,
acknowledging that one’s circumstances are not insurmountable, and taking responsibility by
working to change the outcomes of those circumstances.
There are three basic components to self advocacy.
1) Identify your own goals. Self advocacy starts with considering all the nuances of your
issue and what changes are most necessary to achieve the progress you would like to
see in your personal situation. You may then consider how your situation may bear on
the experiences of others, and with whom who you most need to share your story to
accomplish the necessary changes—government officials, community leaders, or others.
2) Know your legal rights. Before you speak out about your issue, know in what ways your
rights have been violated. This may require a little research on existing policies, or may
be very clear, but either way, be prepared to argue your claims if necessary. While your
ultimate goal is bringing reality and personality to the issue and not making a legal
argument, knowing a little about current policies can help you frame the conversation.
Knowing your rights also means understanding how you deserve to be treated as a
constituent in bringing your issue to a representative, in undertaking a court case, in
providing a personal testimony. You have the right to be heard, and the right to fairness
in whatever role you have been given to share your story.
3) Communicate your goals and knowledge of your rights to others
. When crafting your
points to share, think about your audience, the points you need to get across, the
narrative you want to tell, and the tone which will be most effective in telling it. After
knowing your own mission, share with others—legislators, community members, or
otherwise—to inspire others and make change happen!
Your personal story is the basis of self advocacy.
Sharing your story is often one of the strongest means of building awareness and support.
Personal reflections open the minds of people who may have not considered such a perspective
before. This form of advocacy allows those who may have been opposed to or uninformed
about LGBTQ equality to put a face to LGBTQ individuals and those who have LGBTQ loved ones
whose lives have been affected adversely by discrimination. While people can dispute policies,
they cannot dispute your personal experiences. PFLAG members have been known and
respected for decades for sharing their own stories to change hearts, minds, and policies.
Self advocacy can intersect other forms of advocacy, as while it focuses on individual
experience, it highlights the experiences of others with similar concerns who may be affected
One Voice Can Change the World…
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by that advocacy. Harvey Milk stood up for the LGBTQ community at large, but spoke to his
own experience as a gay man to do so. Jim Obergefell, plaintiff in the case that led to the
affirmative SCOTUS ruling on marriage equality, spoke on his own behalf to advocate for his
right to marry, and his actions had nationwide repercussions.
Remember to acknowledge your personal safety.
Lastly, if you are an LGBTQ individual advocating for your personal rights, do so only if you feel
you comfortable or are in a safe position to share your story, especially if you are not publicly
out. Also remember there is no obligation to come out in any area of your life if doing so risks
your wellbeing.

Engaging in Individual Advocacy
People need to know that they know people affected by these issues.
– Sharon GrohWargo, President PFLAG
Cleveland
As individual advocacy is primarily about supporting other people, our PFLAG members who are
family or allies to LGBTQ individuals are likely candidates for this work. Sam and Julia Thoron,
for example, openly spoke against Proposition 8 in California, as they expressed their desire for
their gay child to have the same rights as their straight child.
My wife and I never treated our children differently. We never loved them
any differently, and the law shouldn’t treat them differently either.
– Sam Thoron, PFLAG San Francisco,
PFLAG National Board President,
exofficio
Parents everywhere related to the Thorons, as all people desire basic rights and justice for their
children. In 2012, President Obama posthumously awarded Jeanne Manford, the founder of
PFLAG, the Presidential Citizens Medal. This medal is awarded to “whose service has had a
sustained impact on others’ lives and provided inspiration for others to serve.” He told the story
of Jeanne Manford speaking and marching for her son Morty.
The President shared that Jeanne
took to the streets with a simple message: No matter who 
her son was – no matter who
he loved – she loved him, and wouldn’t put up with this kind of nonsense. And in that
simple act, she inspired a movement and gave rise to a national organization that has
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given so much support to parents and families and friends, and helped to change this
country.
In fact, the groundwork Jeanne laid built PFLAG and its network of over 200,000 family
members and allies united for LGBTQ equality. Jeanne’s story unites with thousands of other
PFLAG members’ tales, and continues today to change hearts and minds.
Telling people why LGBTQ equality is important to you will remind them that this issue affects
real lives.
Get informed about the issues
Every heart needs to be reached so you need to take every avenue. Telling
stories is the most powerful but more people will listen if you are well
educated.
– Joni Stacy, PFLAG Omaha; Regional
Director; PFLAG National board member
In addition to sharing stories on behalf of an individual, issue, or movement, the fight for LGBTQ
rights is strengthened when individual advocates are able to accurately inform others about
current topics, such as relevant upcoming legislation and the current status quo.
When discussing an issue or bill, know as much as possible about the topic by researching it and
talking with other advocates. Always remember, if you are unsure of an answer to a question,
acknowledge that you do not know and reach out to our 
National Office
; we can quickly put you

in touch with the experts.
Remember that every step counts
The fact that so much could be done is what I find most intimidating
about advocacy. But start small and grow as you can.
– Jason Willis, member, PFLAG Abingdon
While advocacy may seem overwhelming because there is still much work to be done, remind
yourself that every small step forwards leads to furthered equality for millions of LGBTQ people
across the country. Every conversation about why you are wearing a PFLAG pin, or why a
transgender work colleague was fired after transitioning, is one more seed planted for potential
change.
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Engaging in Community Advocacy
Your chapter and coalitions are great resources to help advocate for equality! They can help
support members of the LGBTQ community and allies by offering a community of likeminded
people to organize, and educate the public about LGBTQ equality. The next step is to use these
tools of personal growth, chapter organizing, and coalition building to take action on a larger
scale: to advocate for legal protections and policies promoting diversity, inclusion, equality, and
justice.
Two great ways to get involved in community advocacy as a PFLAG member include chapter
organizing and coalition building.
Chapter Organizing
It is the goal of every PFLAG chapter to offer a safe and inclusive space for families, allies, and
LGBTQ people to find support, resources, and the opportunity to collaborate with likeminded
individuals to advocate for full equality. Advocacy through chapter organizing fosters this
mutual support while increasing PFLAG’s visibility as a champion on the frontlines of changing
hearts and minds.
Here are a few ways to encourage advocacy as a chapter:
● Incorporate advocacy into regular meetings. 
While you should keep advocacy activities
separate from your support groups, you can always include advocacy in your regular
chapter meetings by discussing upcoming legislation, current injustices, and recent
progress. You can also provide materials such as this guide for your members at each
meeting. Use your meetings to support each other, educate members, discuss ways to
advocate, and encourage all members to participate in your group activities. When
leaders demonstrate their excitement for this work at a meeting, their enthusiasm
spreads to other members.
● Organize events to spread awareness about LGBTQ equality. Special events are a fun
way to spread awareness about PFLAG and PFLAG’s legislative priorities, local, state, and
federal. You can host workshops, invite people to make presentations, and/or offer to
host a debate around a particular issue. Servicefocused events, such as donation drives
or a dinner reception focused on World AIDS Day are also great ways to directly serve
the LGBTQ community while promoting equality. Events are useful to educate,
motivate, and unite people for progress.
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It’s important to host events to raise awareness and donations. Hosting
events from an educational perspective brings people with a common
interest together.
– Mark Patro, member PFLAG Baltimore
Organizing with your chapter requires paying attention to certain logistics not included in
individual endeavors. To begin event organizing, for instance, you should create a detailed and
strategic plan for the event so it is beneficial to all who attend. You can create committees
within your chapter to manage various tasks.
For example, if you are hosting a film screening of Teaching Tolerance’s 
Bullying
to raise
awareness about the need for safe schools legislation, there should be a Publicity committee to
advertise the event, a Logistics committee to book the location and organize proper equipment,
and a Policy committee to facilitate discussion before and after the film of ways we can work
together to make our schools safer. The purpose of committees is to delegate tasks so that all
aspects of the event can be addressed and the occasion can be as effective as possible. Leaders
of the chapter should oversee committees to ensure that there is proper coordination and
cohesion. If you are hosting your first event, start small, perhaps with a barbeque for your
chapter and coalition, and gradually build to larger events. All committees and members should
convene after the event to evaluate successes and difficulties, brainstorm ways to strengthen
future events, and celebrate everyone’s hard work!
Coalition Building
Coalitions are groups comprised of multiple organizations with different missions, uniting
together to achieve a common goal. Typically, these groups share leadership responsibilities,
resources, and agree upon a structure to make decisions. Building a coalition is a fantastic way
to foster community among likeminded organizations, allowing you and your chapter to join
a
broader community group or campaign.
Here are some steps for getting connected through coalitions:
● Identify and contact likeminded organizations. It is important to research what
coalitions and likeminded groups exist in your community. For example, if you would
like to join an interfaith alliance with various spiritual groups to promote tolerance in
your community, you should research if there is a similar coalition already in existence.
If there is, it may be useful to reach out to the groups in the coalition and express your
support and desire to help in anyway. If there is not an existing coalition already
established, you can create one!
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● Create a contact list of such local likeminded organizations that may be interested in
joining a coalition. Whether you are looking to join an established coalition or form a
new one, you should use an outreach letter explaining PFLAG’s mission and your
interest in joining the broader coalition. Some coalition members may be obvious PFLAG
partners, such as state equality organizations, and local chapters of the PTA; however,
there may also be some lessexpected allies, such as faith groups, environmental
organizations, immigration organizations, or more traditional civil rights organizations.
Jenn, a PFLAG member from Maine, for example, teamed up with Homeless Voices for
Justice. Though PFLAG and Homeless Voices for Justice may not have the exact same
goal, both organizations promote progress, and joining forces can help spread each
other’s messages to larger audiences. Uniting for social justice of all types builds mutual
support and helps bring equality for all.
● Utilize existing relationships. 
When building a coalition, it is a good idea to leverage
your existing relationships and organizations, such as your 
local faith communities,
workplaces, unions, or other social justice 
clubs. Creating a strong and diverse coalition
is also a good tactic, as it allows your message to reach a range of audiences. Pete, for
example, is a teacher and PFLAG member from Montana. He helped start a statewide
safe schools coalition, which is a team of 10 organizations, including Planned
Parenthood, faith groups, and law enforcement officers, working to combat bullying.
Such a diverse group helps achieve common goals, allows every individual and
organization to contribute their unique skills and focus, and spreads messages of
equality far and wide.
● Celebrate gains. It is very important to commemorate all accomplishments of your
coalition. Remember to celebrate your groups’ commonalities and differences, and to
always appreciate members of all organizations involved. Kathy, a PFLAG member from
Salt Lake City, Utah underscores the importance of thanking and congratulating people
in order to show appreciation and retain support for PFLAG. Sending thank you notes
after events, for example, is a great way to show gratitude and maintain relationships.
After a long campaign, PFLAG members recommend having a potluck or other social
gathering for members to relax, have fun, and praise the recent hard work. While PFLAG
members work hard to promote the health and wellbeing of LGBTQ people, their
families and friends, we play hard as well! We celebrate our successes in order to move
forward towards future wins.
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Taking Action as a Community
Advocacy with a group requires considerable planning and organizing. To make the most of
advocacy initiatives through your PFLAG chapter and with your wider community, consider the
following tactics:
● Identify specific advocacy goals. 
There are many ways to promote LGBTQ equality. Your
chapter must identify some of the most pressing needs in your communities and ways
to address them and promote equality. For example, your chapter may seek to make
schools safer, draft an antidiscrimination bill, or tackle hate speech. Once you have a
specific advocacy goal, you can create effective methods to accomplish your objectives.
● Develop a winning strategy. 
It is important to have a strategy in order to accomplish
your goal. This will likely involve creating a timeline and delegating tasks to members of
your chapter and coalition. Rest assured that this strategy does not need to be complex.
For example, if you are organizing a meeting to talk to your U.S. Senator, simply state
what your intended goal for the meeting is and how you plan to achieve success. If your
goal is to get your Senator to support 
SNDA
, you should build a team of community

advocates, practice your talking points to persuade your Senator to support the
legislation, and create a simple fact sheet with information about PFLAG, SNDA, and
how the passage of a bill will positively improve school communities and performance in
your state.
PFLAG members have demonstrated their strong strategies and successes time after time. For
example, members of the PFLAG Chapter of Howard CountyColumbia, Maryland, made a huge
stride in November 2011 when their efforts led to the County passing an antidiscrimination bill
that prohibits discrimination against transgender people. PFLAG Howard County went to City
Council members in July 2011 to create the bill, citing the lack of a statewide law and an attack
on a Baltimore City transgender woman. Through their courageous initiation, consistent
meetings, and powerful testimony, PFLAG Howard County members helped pass this critical
human rights legislation.
Commitment and a simple, wellplanned strategy greatly further equality legislation. When
creating a strategy make sure to know the basics of your plan while still allowing room for
flexibility and unexpected changes. There is a Policy section of this guide that provides tips on
how to lobby your senators and representatives effectively and thorough summaries of each
bill for which the PFLAG and LGBTQ communities are advocating; this information will also be
consistently 
updated and found on our website at 
Advocacy 101 or by searching our Advocacy
tag
.
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There are also basic steps you can take to promote diversity, inclusion, and equality in your
TM
immediate environment. For example, 
Straight for Equality
,
a national outreach and
education project of PFLAG National, is offered to workplaces and can support local chapters
and communities to empower allies in supporting and advocating for LGBTQ employees. Such
training can add to existing policies or local practices, or work to create a more diverse and
inclusive workplace or community in the absence of such laws.
Remember the power of community efforts
The equality movement has come a long way in recent decades thanks to advocates like you!
Through support, education, and advocacy, PFLAG members have changed the hearts and
minds of many while promoting inclusive legislation.
For example, after the Pulse tragedy in Orlando, over 60 PFLAG chapters across the U.S. held
vigils and interfaith dialogues and fundraisers, organized support meetings and memorial
groups for Pride marches. Their collective responses continue to affect their communities in
immeasurable ways. By organizing events quickly and reaching out, PFLAG chapters’ responses
to such hurt has been truly transformative, encouraging healing, unity, and action beyond
chapter walls.
You, the 200,000 members and supporters of PFLAG—the true advocates of equality—are the
change makers! Grassroots have brought justice a long way, and will continue to move it
forward towards equality for all.

Different Methods of Advocacy
This guide has repeatedly emphasized the importance of sharing your personal story because
your own firsthand experiences are the most powerful tools for advocacy.
For example, a PFLAG mom with a strong Evangelical background wrote about her initial
struggle when her daughter came out. After prayer and reflection, she now has a strong bond
with her daughter and her partner, and couldn’t be more proud. She is currently the president
of her PFLAG chapter and shares her personal journey with others in order to help them
embrace LGBTQ equality and its huge importance for families everywhere and people of all
faiths.
It is personal stories like these that have opened hearts and minds, made marriage equality a
national priority and reality, initiated the firstever antibullying caucus in Congress, expanded
healthcare coverage for LGBTQ people, and created huge strides in the LGBTQ equality
movement over the last forty years. The progress of all civil rights movements is due to the
outspoken and courageous voices of people sharing their stories.
One Voice Can Change the World…
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The Right to Share Your Story
Meeting with our representatives or their staff members is the perfect
time to move the issue of LGBTQ equality from the theoretical to the
personal. A parent speaking about their child in the context of a family is
compelling and hard to ignore. Most people listening think 'how would I
feel if this were me.' We cannot be afraid to speak frankly, honestly and
from the heart. Bring pictures to punctuate your message. Our stories are
our strength.
– Sharon GrohWargo, President PFLAG
Cleveland
As constituents, it is your right and duty to contact and persuade your elected officials. You can
do this through petitions, letters, phone calls, and meetings. Remember that policymakers,
including your local, state and national legislators work for you and depend on your vote, so let
your voice be heard.

Where to Share: Social Media and Local Press
Every day I post different things about LGBTQ equality, including 
stories
and posts from PFLAG National, magazine and newspaper articles. What I
have found is that my friends and family have absorbed the stories and
information that I share. After a while, I began to notice that my friends
and family copy my posts to their own pages. Thus the message spreads.
– Annette Gross, PFLAG Indiana
Besides sharing intimately with friends and family or formally with local legislators, using both
social media and local press is a great avenue through which to share your story and elevate
your cause to the forefront of public attention.
Social media tools such as 
Facebook
,

Twitter
,

Pinterest
,

Instagram
,
YouTube
, Snapchat, and
more can
keep your friends informed while you express your support for LGBTQ equality and
highlight relevant news stories.
Local press is another great way to keep your community aware of issues concerning the LGBTQ
community and involved in upcoming events. Sharon, a PFLAG member from Cleveland,
suggests calling the local media and volunteering information if they are reporting on a relevant
topic. You can also involve your local media by writing letters to the editor, issuing news
releases, and posting advertisements for upcoming PFLAG events. Through continued outreach
and communication efforts, media tools can help spread PFLAG’s mission and shift public
One Voice Can Change the World…
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opinion in favor of LGBTQ equality. Sharing your personal story, exercising your right as a
constituent, and using the media to spread awareness are key tools to being an effective
advocate!

Handling Opposition: Framing Your Words in a Positive Light
Now that you have some necessary tools to advocate for LGBTQ equality, you must also be
prepared to deal with those who oppose PFLAG’s mission. Do not fear—we have some basic
resources and suggestions to help you deal with resistance.
The tools previously mentioned—personal stories, constituent rights, and media—are crucial in
dealing with opponents of equality. For example, if someone writes an antiequality oped in
your local newspaper, you can respond, justifying your beliefs and PFLAG’s mission. It is
important to use positive and articulate language in any of these circumstances in order to
strongly convey your point while maintaining a good public image. Rather than attacking the
other side, it may be useful to point out your opponent's’ tactics and to frame the debate on
your own terms. Language is powerful, and being intentional in framing your message can be
useful to unify people with different perspectives, change minds, and shape prevailing cultural
opinions.
Finding ways to relate to those you disagree can make all the difference. When tragedy struck
the Pulse nightclub in Orlando, not everyone in the area was on board with LGBTQ rights, but
the entire city, and countless other cities, found some sense of unity amidst a diverse
demographic. People understood, and found themselves part of, a narrative of both shared
humanity and shared grief. Orlando reinforced a collective acknowledgement of senseless hate
crimes for many who before rarely considered the issues, and while the tragedy cannot be
expressed enough, response to the event has been marked by a sense of determination and
framed as a call to action for many, PFLAG chapters included.
*A Note: Be aware of harsh antiequality groups*
It is unfortunately necessary to be aware of 
antiLGBTQ groups that promote antiequality
rhetoric. 
The Southern Poverty Law Center
, a nonprofit that advocates for civil rights of all

people, lists 48 hate groups around the country that work against LGBTQ equality, including the
Family Research Council and Traditional Values Coalition. Other antiequality groups often at
the forefront of hurtful rhetoric and action include the National Organization for Marriage
(NOM) and Parents and Friends of ExGays and Gays (PFOX).
If you ever encounter such a group and feel that they pose a risk, do not confront them directly,
but rather notify PFLAG National immediately. As PFLAG and other equality organizations
continue to advocate and make strides in public opinion and policy, these groups will hopefully
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decrease and become less significant. Dealing with antiLGBTQ groups underscores the
importance of building strong and diverse coalitions in order to justify the need for equality
from several different perspectives. Remember that your efforts and voice help many
individuals secure equal rights and deal with negativity.

Use Your Story to Emphasize PFLAG’s Purpose
Due to the nature of the conservative community we exist in, we have to
be very cognizant of what we are doing. Just being present and talking to
people and being nice. Sometimes it's not even talking about PFLAG or
LGBTQ issues, but just talking as a way in, and then the person usually
asks what PFLAG is.
– Jason Willis, member PFLAG Abingdon
Coming from a conservative area, Jason makes sure to use his personal story to advocate for
LGBTQ equality, rather than resorting to politics. Providing a friendly face and insight into the
necessity of LGBTQ equality may open the mind of people who had never before considered
equality to be a personal matter. PFLAG’s strong reputation stems from its many members’
powerful and diverse stories. Political rhetoric often leads to division, while personal stories
that promote equality and justice affect hearts and minds and empower people to join and
advocate for the cause. Remember to be clear and concise with your words!

Advocacy Methods: Lobbying
The Alliance for Justice—an organization committed to strengthening the public interest
community's ability to influence public policy, and foster the next generation of
advocates—reminds us, “Most nonprofits can and should lobby! Lobbying is one subset of
advocacy, and includes both direct and grassroots lobbying.”
But what does lobbying look like, anyhow?

Direct Lobbying vs. Grassroots Lobbying
Direct lobbying

is an attempt to persuade lawmakers to pass or to not pass a bill. It is any
direct
communication with a legislator or his or her staff in order to influence current or pending
legislation. PFLAG members’ visits to legislators and staff on Capitol Hill as part of the national
convention and the indistrict congressional visits members will make in their communities are
considered direct lobbying.
Grassroots lobbying
is encouraging the people who live in a lawmaker’s district to exercise

their influence on their legislators on whether they should vote for or against some legislation.
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For example, when PFLAG National contacts members and supporters asking them to take
action by contacting their legislators, it is considered grassroots lobbying on the part of PFLAG
National. The general rule is that an organization can use a certain amount of the money that it
earns to communicate with lawmakers. This happens when PFLAG works to communicate the
importance of equal rights for our LGBTQ loved ones to elected officials; however, we cannot
use more than 20 percent of our budget on these lobbying efforts. 
Additionally, PFLAG is not
permitted to endorse or oppose any
candidate elected to or seeking election for political
office. 
This rule encompasses all
federal, state and local candidates, and this rule applies to all
PFLAG chapters.

Playing by the Rules: Lobbying Dos and Don’ts
As a 501(c)3 organization, PFLAG and its chapters have some limitations on how they can lobby
and, in particular, some notable restrictions on election issues.
Please keep in mind important regulations and definitions when visiting with lawmakers. To
learn more about 501c3 dos and don’ts for lobbying visit 
pflag.org/501c3rules

or
consult 
Make
It Count: The PFLAG National Get Out the Vote Pocket Guide
.
If you have additional questions on lobbying regulations, you can learn more by contacting your
PFLAG Field Manager. Visit us online at 
pflag.org/about/ourpeople
.

Psyching Up: Knowing How and Why Legislators Value PFLAGers’ Voices
As a constituent, you are the top priority to your legislators. They know it, and you will be
wellserved to remember it, too. Legislators value your voice, need your vote and want your
visit to learn what your family appreciates and what they need as we progress forward together
toward full equality for LGBTQ people. Remember:
● You and your legislators are neighbors. You live in the same state as your U.S.
Senators
and in the same district back home as your U.S. Representative. You also have specific
State Senator and Representative/Assemblyman elected officials who rely on your vote
and are obliged to listen to your voice, as is true for your Governor. At the city and
county levels, this is true, too, for your mayor, city councilors and county
commissioners. They and their staff work every day for the wellbeing of your family and
also for your support and vote when election seasons arise.
● For legislators, nothing weighs as much as a constituent’s request, need, or opinion.
Research shows it: legislators are listening to constituents and vote with
them in mind.
You are the attentive and active constituents who are paying attention to your
legislators.
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● Legislators document constituents’ stories because they matter. 
Whether at the
federal, state or local level, legislators speak on the record and reference letters they’ve
received and conversations they’ve had with their constituents. This is true, for
example, of the Matthew Shepard and James Byrd, Jr. Hate Crimes
Prevention Act,
which became the first federal law that explicitly includes gender identity alongside
sexual orientation.
● Legislators write bills when families tell them about their needs.

Here’s an example

concerning a priority for PFLAGers: the 
Every Child Deserves a Family
Act (ECDF) which
gives LGBTQ parents equal consideration to adopt or foster youth by any public agency
that receives federal funds. At the news conference to launch this important federal bill,
sponsors Congressman John Lewis (DGA), Congresswoman Ileana RosLehtinen (RFL)
and Senator Kirsten Gillibrand (DNY) each accompanied a constituent family to tell the
story of why this bill is needed now.
● Legislators need to hear your family’s stories. They care. Legislators ask their
staffers,
“What are constituents saying?” You hold the answers that add value to the staffers’
jobs. Less than one third of constituents weigh in, so please, speak out!

Lobbying: A StepByStep Plan
1) Find your representative.
While Congress is usually in session from early January until October or November, lawmakers
frequently return home to their districts to meet with constituents and discuss important
issues. States vary as to when or how long their sessions occur. The state legislative websites
will tell you when they are in session, or call PFLAG National and we can help. PFLAG members
should throughout the year contact their representatives’ indistrict offices to find out when
they may be able to arrange an inperson meeting with the lawmaker, or a meeting with a staff
member if the lawmaker is unavailable.
Follow these simple steps to contact your federal legislator about a particular bill:
● Find your elected officials 
here and choose the bill for which you wish to advocate. Note
that your information remains private except to the legislator you are reaching so that
they can count your contact as one from their constituent.
● A note on State Representatives and Senators: State legislatures have varying 
sessions,
with some being a yearlong process and others presenting a very short window of
opportunity to influence legislation. For more information on your state’s legislative
calendar, visit Project Vote Smart
online at
votesmart.org

.
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● During an election season, it may also be useful to check out the aforementioned PFLAG
Get Out the Vote guide for additional tips and best practices specifically on lobbying and
organizing in such a time.
2) Make the call.
Once you’ve found your legislator’s name on the letter confirmation displayed, go to
popvox.com/congress

to look up your legislator’s office information, call their local office and
explain that you would like to meet with the legislator, and why. Be sure to say that you are a
constituent, meaning that you live in the lawmaker’s home district if a representative or state if
a senator. That will signal the legislator’s scheduler priority consideration on the lawmaker’s
calendar. Also be prepared to submit an official request for your meeting, either by fax or
email.
Keep in mind that you may not receive a meeting with your lawmaker, but may instead be
scheduled to speak with staff members. Staff members make critical decisions and advise your
congressperson on important issues. Take the meeting seriously and keep in mind that staffers
are the “eyes and ears” of your representative or senator, both at federal and state levels.
3) Do your homework.
Before meeting with your legislator, you should:
● Identify three or four PFLAG members who can attend the meeting with you;
● Set an agenda mapping out which topics you will discuss and who will cover which
topics;
● Plan on spending twotothree minutes on each topic, and be sure to research your
lawmaker’s record on LGBTQ issues: which measures did he or she support? How did he
or she vote on issues such as civil rights, judicial nominees, and privacy? Use that
information to shape the message you deliver during your meeting. For example, if your
representative is a former teacher, consider focusing on safeschools issues and tell
stories about issues your children face in school.
4) Make the visit.
Always be sure to show up early for your appointment, and dress neatly. Your primary
spokesperson (see below) should thank the staff members or representative for granting the
meeting and for their positive votes and/or support on issues in the past. To make your visit as
productive as possible, remember to:
● Select one person to be the primary spokesperson for your group.
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● Make your “ask” at the beginning.
● Stick to your agenda (unless the legislator leads differently) and respect the time given.
● Personalize your story and localize issues: relate what you are asking for to a personal
experience and a local need.
● Take family photos with you to your meeting. Pictures, coupled with your personal
stories, help put a real face on what can sometimes be abstract issues for legislators.
● Ask questions and listen to the answers.
● Acknowledge that the representative may not be ready to commit to your position yet,
but also ask that they keep an open mind...and be clear that you want to continue the
relationship and dialogue with them.
● End on a positive note, and return to a feelgood talking point that leaves a positive
impression and shows appreciation to the representative or their staff for meeting with
you.
5) Follow up and follow through.
Send a thankyou note after your meeting, restating any agreements and reiterating your
requests. And, if you’ve promised additional information for the lawmaker, be sure to include
that along with your note. Offer to be a resource for the representative. We would love to hear
from you when you reach legislators. Feel free to email Diego Sanchez, our Director of Policy at
dsanchez@pflag.org
at any time.

Know Your Audience: Talking Points for Allies & Adversaries
It is essential that PFLAG families meet and talk with 
every lawmaker, including those who 
are
already supportive on our issues and especially those who are not. Our stories can cement a
supportive lawmaker’s positive stance, move those who may be on the fence about critical
issues towards a more supportive stance, and possibly change the hearts and minds of those
who simply may not have heard from someone with an LGBTQ loved one before.
When talking to our allies...
● Remember 
to thank them for standing up for our LGBTQ loved ones:
● Reiterate

how important their support is to you as a constituent.
● Ask your lawmaker to cosponsor legislation that they may already be supporting, if
they
can. By cosponsoring a bill, our elected leaders go on record to document their support.
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● Find out how you can help support their efforts. By offering to help move
legislation
forward, you can further show your elected leaders that they are not fighting the good
fight(s) alone.
When talking to the “moveable middle” (i.e. those who may be on the fence)...
● Remember to emphasize the real impact their support will have on real families in their
district(s):
● Talk 
about how support for LGBTQ issues will affect your family and loved ones.
● Ask your representative what their specific concerns or hesitations may be about a
particular bill, and discuss those concerns.
● Invite 
your representative and their staff to attend a PFLAG meeting to hear from
other
families in the district who also care about the issue.
● Offer
PFLAG and your chapter as a resource for the lawmaker and their staff.
When talking to those who are opposed to our issues...
● Remember to have a respectful conversation, keeping lines of communication open,
and offer to correct any misinformation they might have.
● Emphasize 
how an unfavorable vote on a particular issue will impact your family.
● Challenge 
their assumptions that fairminded votes may not be popular—in fact,
many
people support certain fairminded measures.
● Offer
to your lawmaker more informative depth about the issues, and offer PFLAG as a
resource.

What’s Next?
Now that you have the basic guidelines for advocacy, you are ready to begin learning about
PFLAG’s legislative priorities. Meanwhile, start reaching out to likeminded organizations to
form coalitions, and start researching ongoing events or legislation to take action. Remember
that every person you talk to about LGBTQ equality is a step towards progress. Share your story
and have fun!
For further resources, please visit the advocacy pages on the PFLAG website:
pflag.org/advocacy101
.
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Part II: Policy
PFLAG National Legislative Priorities for 20162017
PFLAG National prioritizes a number of federal bills each year and updates them regularly.
PFLAG also follows a number of bills beyond the initial active priority list, watching for any
movement and moving them to priority status, either when action is likely by legislators or
when current events move a bill to higher attention and engagement.
For each bill you will find the name, abbreviation if denoted, bill number, what the bill will do,
what you should request of your legislator, PFLAG talking points, and any important notes you
might find useful.
New legislation is posted on the PFLAG National website often, so be sure to check our news
and blog sections and/or make sure you receive 
Policy Matters, distributed by email on the first
and third Friday of each month. You can also search the federal database for more current
legislation at 
congress.gov
, and search your state government’s website for relevant local
legislation. State and local bills are prioritized when PFLAGers and their state or municipal
coalitions are focused on moving particular bills throughout legislative seasons.

Bills We Support
In addition to the bills listed in the following pages, look out for the LGBT Data Inclusion Act,
which importantly calls for the collection of LGBTQ information during the census to better
understand the LGBTQ population in the U.S.; and Do No Harm, a bill which acknowledges the
importance of freedom of religion while stating that religious beliefs cannot exempt someone
from policies that prevent discrimination. On the other side of Do No Harm is a religious
freedom bill (RFRA) called FADA, or the First Amendment Defense Act—a bill we strongly
oppose as it would allow discrimination against LGBTQ individuals—on which the House held a
hearing on the onemonth anniversary of Orlando.
Keep watch for other legislation calling for the repeal of the blood ban, which prevents gay men
from donating blood; a few bills, including the “Stop Harming Our Kids Resolution,” which move
to outlaw conversion therapy; initiatives to combat hate crimes; and H.R. 827, which would
formally honor members of the Pulse Orlando attack.
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The Equality Act
Bill Number This bill was introduced in the House as 
H.R. 3185 by Rep. David Cicilline (DRI01)
and in the Senate as 
S. 1858 by Sen. Jeff Merkley (DOR) on July 23, 2015. As of publication, the
House version has 175 bipartisan cosponsors and the Senate version has 41 cosponsors.
What this Bill Will Do
This longoverdue bill is a comprehensive federal bill for LGBTQ civil rights, providing essential,
critical protections and resetting the debate. Rather than creating a bill calling for new rights,
The Equality Act would amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and other federal laws, existing solely
to have LGBTQ people treated the same as every other protected class under federal law, while
strengthening the law for all who are currently protected. People who are LGBTQ currently lack
equal protections regarding employment, public services and spaces, public education, fair
housing, credit, and access to jury service. This bill would amend the Civil Rights Act to provide
these needed protections. PFLAG National and its many chapters will be at the forefront of the
work to pass this critical piece of federal legislation.
What You Need to Ask For
Ask your Members of Congress to support this bill. If they are not a cosponsor of the bill, ask
them to support it by cosponsoring. If they are already a cosponsor please be sure to thank
them.
PFLAG Talking Points
● The Equality Act will strengthen antidiscrimination protections not just for the LGBTQ
community but for everyone, including women and communities of color. 
The Equality
Act will not diminish current provisions in the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Instead it will
strengthen antidiscrimination protections for everyone by adding protections on the
basis of sex, sexual orientation and gender identity, as well as expanding the definition
of public accommodations, and stating that religious freedom cannot be a defense for
discrimination against any protected class.
● LGBTQ people deserve to be treated like every other protected class. 
This bill

would
extend the same raft of rights to LGBTQ Americans that are currently afforded to other
protected groups which includes employment, public services and spaces, public
education, fair housing, credit, and access to jury service.
● The Equality Act would provide full protection from discrimination for all LGBTQ in the
U.S. 
Passing the Equality Act would end inconsistencies that vary by
geography and
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ensure that, no matter where an LGBTQ person lives, they enjoy the same protections
as all other people.
Important Notes
● As of publication, the House version of the bill has 175 cosponsors and the Senate
version has 41 cosponsors.
● The House version of the bill was referred to the Committees on the Judiciary, Education
and Workforce, Financial Services, Oversight and Government Reform, and House
Administration.
● The Senate version was referred to the Judiciary Committee.
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The Safe Schools Improvement Act (SSIA)
Bill Number
This bipartisan bill was reintroduced in the Senate as 
S. 311 by Sen. Robert Casey, Jr. (DPA) and
Sen. Mark Steven Kirk (RIL) on Jan. 29, 2015. As of publication, this Senate Bill has 40
cosponsors.
What this Bill Will Do
SSIA would amend the Safe and Drug Free Schools and Communities Act—part of the No Child
Left Behind Act—and instruct school districts to implement a comprehensive antibullying
policy that includes specific enumeration for sexual orientation and gender identity as well as
require states to include bullying and harassment data in the surveys conducted statewide to
distinguish what needs are unmet in their schools.
What You Need to Ask For
Ask your Members of Congress to support this bill, especially if they serve on the House
Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions. If they are not a cosponsor of the bill,
ask them to become a cosponsor.
PFLAG Talking Points
● Bullying and harassment harm children in our nation’s schools. According to the 
Gay,
Lesbian and Straight Education Network (GLSEN)’s 2013 National School
Climate Survey
,
55.5% of LGBT students feel unsafe at school due to their sexual 
orientation, and 37.8%
felt unsafe at school due to their gender identity. Yet 
only 18 states and the District of
Columbia have comprehensive legislation that
protects students against antiLGBTQ
bullying and harassment.
● Comprehensive antibullying and harassment policies work. 
Enumerated (i.e. 
specifically naming sexual orientation and gender identity or expression) antibullying
policies are the most effective at addressing antiLGBTQ and biasbased bullying.
● The bill cultivates respect which will create safer schools. The bill provides 
language
ensuring that all students have a safe learning environment which helps reduce the
nation’s growing dropout rate. Research shows that bullying and harassment are serious
problems that impede students’ academic progress and overall mental health. 
GLSEN
research has also found
that nearly onethird of all

students missed at least one day of
school in the past month due to feeling unsafe or uncomfortable and 19.8% of students
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who did not plan to graduate or were unsure if they would graduate reported the
reason they felt that way was due to mental health concerns.
Important Notes
● As of publication, this Senate bill has 40 cosponsors.
● The bill has been referred to the Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor and
Pensions.
● A broad range of educational and noneducational organizations have expressed
support for the SSIA, including the American Library Association, the National PTA, the
American Federation of Teachers, Big Brothers Big Sisters of America, GLSEN, and the
National Council of La Raza.
● For
more
information
on
cultivating
pflag.org/cultivatingrespectsafeschoolsall
.
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Student NonDiscrimination Act (SNDA)
Bill Number
SNDA was reintroduced in the Senate by Sen. Al Franken (DMN) as 
S. 439 and in the House by
Rep. Jared Polis (DCO02) and Rep. Ileana RosLehtinen (RFL27) as 
H.R. 846 on February 10,
2015. The Every Child Achieves Act (S. 1177), which reauthorizes the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (ESEA), was debated on the Senate floor on July 14, 2015, with Senator Franken
offering SNDA as an amendment to this legislation to ensure that all students in public K12
schools across the country are protected from discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation
and gender identity. This critical amendment, which would have ensured that LGBT students
are able to obtain an equal and adequate public education, was defeated, attaining only 52 of
the 60 votes needed to pass.
What this Bill Will Do
SNDA would establish a comprehensive Federal prohibition of discrimination in public schools
based on actual or perceived sexual orientation or gender identity. SNDA would provide
protections for LGBTQ students and ensure that all students have access to public education in
a safe environment free from discrimination, harassment, bullying, intimidation, and violence.
SNDA would also provide meaningful and effective remedies (loss of federal funding and legal
cause of action for victims) for discrimination in public schools modeled after 
Title IX
.
What You Need to Ask For
Ask your Members of Congress to support this bill, especially if they serve on the House
Committee on Education and the Workforce or the Senate Committee on Health, Education,
Labor, and Pensions. If they are not a cosponsor of the bill, ask them to support it by
cosponsoring. If they are already a cosponsor, please thank them.
PFLAG Talking Points
● Discrimination harms our students and our education system. 
Every day, students 
who
are or who are perceived to be LGBTQ are subjected to pervasive discrimination
including harassment, bullying, intimidation, and violence, which is harmful to both
students and our education system.
● LGBTQ students lack legal protections. While federal civil rights statutes expressly 
address discrimination on the basis of race, color, sex, religion, disability, or national
origin, they do not explicitly include sexual orientation or gender identity. As a result,
LGBTQ students and parents have often had limited legal recourse when they
experience discrimination. Having explicit nondiscrimination policies protecting
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students who are or are perceived to be LGBTQ gives teachers and administrators the
tools they need to protect all students.
● The bill cultivates respect which will create safer schools. 
The bill provides 
language
ensuring that all students have a safe learning environment which helps reduce the
nation’s growing dropout rate. Research shows that bullying and harassment are serious
problems that impede students’ academic progress and overall mental health. Left
unchecked, discrimination can lead, and has led, to lifethreatening violence and to
suicide.
Important Notes
● As of publication, the House version of this bill has 157 cosponsors and the Senate
version has 41 cosponsors.
● The bill was referred to the House Committee on Education and the Workforce and the
Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.
● A broad range of social service, professional and advocacy organizations have expressed
support for this legislation including the American Civil Liberties Union, the American
School Counselor Association, the American Federation of Teachers, the NAACP, the
National Association of School Psychologists, the National Association of Secondary
School Principals, the National Education Association, the National Women’s Law
Center, and the School Social Work Association of America.
● For
more
information
on
cultivating
pflag.org/cultivatingrespectsafeschoolsall
.
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Every Child Deserves a Family Act (ECDF)
Bill Number
The bill was introduced in the House as 
H.R. 2449 by Rep. John Lewis (DGA05) on May 19,
2015, and in the Senate as 
S. 1382 by Senator Kirsten Gillibrand (DNY) on May 19, 2015. As of
publication, the House version of this bill has 111 cosponsors and the Senate version has 20
cosponsors.
What this Bill Will Do
ECDF would prohibit any child welfare service provider receiving federal assistance and involved
in adoption or foster care placements from discriminating against prospective adoptive or
foster parents based solely on their sexual orientation, gender identity, or marital status, or
based on the sexual orientation or gender identity of the child involved. The bill also requires
the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) to provide support for service providers to
ensure understanding of the legal, practice, and culture changes required by this Act in making
foster care and adoption placement decisions. The General Accounting Office is also required to
complete a study and report to Congress on whether states have substantially complied with
this Act in eliminating policies, practices, or laws that deny adoption rights on the basis of these
criteria.
What You Need to Ask For
Ask your Members of Congress to support this bill, especially if they serve on the House Ways &
Means Committee or the Senate Finance Committee. If they are not a cosponsor of the bill, ask
them to support it by cosponsoring. If they are already a cosponsor please be sure to thank
them.
PFLAG Talking Points
● This bill increases the number of safe and supportive homes available to children. 
ECDF
is a federal bill that increases the number of qualified individuals eligible to become
adoptive or foster parents by restricting federal funding for states employing
discriminatory practices in adoption and foster care placements based on sexual
orientation, gender identity or marital status. Enacting the bill would increase adoptions
rates, as well as establishing permanency and decreasing risk factors for youth in foster
care yielding an annual cost savings of $3–$6 billion.
● This legislation is about putting the best interests of the child first. ECDF, a child 
welfare
bill, promotes the best interests of the children in the foster care system by increasing
their access to the safe and supportive homes of more than two million additional
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LGBTQ people who would consider serving as foster or adoptive parents but face
barriers due to existing state laws, regulations and policies that prohibit them from
doing so.
● Right now, the lack of uniform protections eliminates good parents from opening their
homes for completely arbitrary reasons. Many states have policies and practices that
adversely impact LGBTQ and unmarried parents. This lack of clear guidance leaves
children vulnerable to the individual biases of agencies and caseworkers and has
resulted in children being denied the benefit of being considered for adoption or foster
care.
● LGBTQ parents are already successfully raising happy, healthy children. There are over 1
million LGBTQ parents raising children in the U.S. according to recent data. Some states
already apply nondiscrimination practices in their foster care and adoption practices to
great success.
Important Notes
● As of publication, the House version of this bill has 111 cosponsors and the Senate
version has 20 cosponsors.
● The bill was referred to the House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate
Committee on Finance.
● A broad range of social service, professional and advocacy organizations have expressed
support for LGBTQ parenting, including the American Medical Association, the American
Psychological Association, the American Psychiatric Association, the American Academy
of Pediatrics, the American Bar Association, the Child Welfare League of America, the
National Association of Social Workers, and the North American Council on Adoptable
Children.
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Repeal Existing Policies that Encourage and Allow Legal HIV Discrimination Act
of 2015 (REPEAL HIV Act)
Bill Number
The bill was introduced to the House as 
H.R. 1586 by Rep. Barbara Lee (DCA13) on March 24,
2015 and as 
S.2336 by Sen. Christopher Coons. As of publication, this bill has 20 cosponsors in
the House and 6 cosponsors in the Senate.
What this Bill Will Do
The REPEAL HIV Act would modernize laws, and eliminate discrimination, with respect to
people living with HIV/AIDS.
What You Need to Ask For
Urge your representatives and senators to support and cosponsor this bill, as it will review
current laws to make sure that they do not discriminate based on a person’s HIV/AIDS status.
Thank your representatives and senators that have already cosponsored the REPEAL HIV Act.
PFLAG Talking Points
● This bill does not remove existing laws. 
This does not remove the laws that exist 
to
prosecute people who engage in the practice to intentionally transmit HIV, it is only a
review of those aforementioned laws and policies.
● This will be a transparent process. 
The review would be headed by the Attorney 
General, Secretary of Health and Human Services, and the Secretary of Defense and all
of the results must be shared with Congress and made publicly available.
● We need clear and accurate policies on this issue. 
This would result in clearer, 
more
accurate policies that would remove any discrimination that people with HIV/AIDS face
from the government.
Important Notes
● As of this publication, this bill has 20 cosponsors in the House and 6 in the Senate.
● This bill was referred to the House Subcommittee on Military Personnel and the Senate
Committee on the Judiciary.
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Tyler Clementi Higher Education AntiHarassment Act
Bill Number
This bill was introduced in the House as H.R.1421 by Rep. Mark Pocan (DWI02) and in the
Senate as S.773 by Sen. Patty Murray (DWA) on March 18, 2015. At the time of this
publication, this bill has 49 cosponsors in the House and 11 cosponsors in the Senate.
What this Bill Will Do
This bill prohibits public school students from being excluded from participating in or being
discriminated against in federallyassisted educational program on the basis of actual or
perceived sexual orientation or gender identity. It also authorizes federal departments and
agencies to enforce these prohibitions by cutting off funding to education programs found to
be violating them.
What You Need to Ask For
Urge your senators and representatives to become a cosponsor of this bill, especially if they are
in the House Committee on Education and the Workforce or the Senate Committee on Health,
Education, Labor, and Pensions. If they have already cosponsored it, make sure to thank them.
PFLAG Talking Points
● Students need to be able to assert their rights. This bill allows students to take a
violation to court if they are excluded, discriminated against, or harassed.
● We need a clear definition of harassment. This bill defines harassment as any action
that impedes a student’s learning process and creates a hostile environment at an
institute of higher learning.
● Schools need to be held accountable. This bill motivates schools to tackle
discrimination and harassment by authorizing federal departments and agencies to cut
off funding to education programs found to be violating the Act.
Important Notes
● This bill was referred to the House Subcommittee on Education and the Workforce and
the Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.
● To get more information on PFLAG’s commitment to safer schools, please visit
pflag.org/cultivatingrespectsafeschoolsall
.
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Stop Child Abuse in Residential Programs for Teens Act
Bill Number
This bill was introduced in the House as H.R.3060 by Reps. Adam Schiff (DCA) and Ileana
RosLehtinen (RFL) on July 14, 2015. It was introduced in the Senate as S.3031 by Sen.
Christopher S. Murphy [DCT] on June 8, 2016. At the time of this publication, this bill has 26
cosponsors in the House and 1 in the Senate.
What this Bill Will Do
The Stop Child Abuse in Residential Programs for Teens Act seeks to prevent abuse and neglect
in youth residential programs. This bill would ban these facilities from discriminating against
youth based on their sexual orientation, gender identity and other factors. The measure would
also prohibit youth behavior modification programs from using socalled “conversion therapy”
and other “harmful or fraudulent practices.”
What You Need to Ask For
Urge your senators and representatives to become a cosponsor of a bill that will make youth
residential programs safer for all youth and ban these facilities from using conversion therapy
programs, especially if they are in the House Committee on Education and the Workforce. If
they have already cosponsored the bill, make sure to thank them.
PFLAG Talking Points
● Parents deserve the private right of action if their children are harmed
.
This bill allows
parents to take a violation of this Act to court if they are excluded, discriminated
against, abused, or harassed.
● Conversion therapy is a harmful and wrongful practice. This bill prohibits youth
behavior modification programs from using conversion therapy and other harmful or
fraudulent practices that clearly injure youth.
● Youth residential facilities need to be held accountable. This bill motivates youth
residential facilities to tackle discrimination, harassment, and abuse by authorizing
federal departments and agencies to cut off funding to programs found to be violating
the Act.
Important Notes
● This bill was referred to the House Subcommittee on Education and the Workforce.
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LGBT Elder Americans Act
Bill Number
This bill was reintroduced in the Senate by Sen. Michael Bennet (DCO) as S.1765 on July 14,
2015, and as H.R. 3793 by Rep. Patrick Murphy [DFL18] on October 21, 2015. As of
publication, it has 2 cosponsors in the Senate and 25 in the House.
What this Bill Will Do
This bill will amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to designate LGBT older adults as a
population with "greatest social need," permanently establish the National Resource Center on
LGBT Aging, and require the research and collection of data on LGBT elders. The bill would also
require the Assistant Secretary for Aging to report on the number of LGBT individuals reached
through activities carried out under the act and the effectiveness of those activities in reaching
LGBT older adults.
What You Need to Ask For
Urge your senators and representatives to cosponsor this bill if they have not done so already,
especially if they are on the Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.
PFLAG Talking Points
● LGBTQ elders need our support. If this bill were to pass, the amendment would create
better practices and protections for people in the elderly community.
● LGBTQ elders need services. The community of LGBTQ elders, a group that has typically
been a more vulnerable population, will be receiving services that will be better suited
to their needs.
● We need accurate information about the current state of the LGBTQ elder community.
The research, data, and reports that would be implemented as a result of this bill will
allow service providers to better address the needs the LGBTQ elderly population.
Important Notes
● As of publication, this bill has 2 cosponsors in the Senate and 25 in the House.
● The bill was referred to the Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and
Pensions and the House Subcommittee on Higher Education and Workforce Training.
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Runaway and Homeless Youth and Trafficking Prevention Act
Bill Number
This bill was reintroduced by Sen. Patrick Leahy (DVT), Sen. Susan M. Collins (RME), and Sen.
Kelly Avotte (RNH) as S. 262 in the Senate on January 27, 2015. In the House, the bill was
introduced by Rep. John A. Yarmuth (DKY) as H.R. 1779 on April 14, 2015. As of publication this
bill has 33 cosponsors in the Senate and 47 cosponsors in the House.
What this Bill Will Do
This bill will change the Basic Center Grant Program to include safe shelter to runaway and
homeless youth and provide them with services while there, extending the maximum length in
for a youth stay from 21 to 30 day. It also revises the Transitional Living Grant to give more
services that help youth involved with more longterm programs to help develop basic life skills,
including suicide prevention, mental health services, and services to prevent or treat sexual
abuse, exploitation, violence, and trafficking in youth. The bill prohibits discrimination and
refusal of services on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity.
What You Need to Ask For
Ask your senators and representatives to support and cosponsor this bill if they have not yet
done so, especially if they are part of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary.
PFLAG Talking Points
● Homeless LGBTQ youth need support. 
This bill will provide necessary services to LGBTQ
youth who are either runaways or homeless.
● Homeless LGBTQ youth need accessible and culturally competent services. The
services provided will be age, gender, culturally, and linguistically relevant, making them
more accessible for all youth who are in need of them.
● Homeless LGBTQ youth need uptodate services and information. 
The services will be
reviewed and updated to make sure that they are being as effective as possible.
Important Notes
● This bill has 33 cosponsors in the Senate and 47 in the House.
● The Senate version of this bill was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary. The
House version has been referred to the Subcommittee on Early Childhood, Elementary,
and Secondary Education.
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Voices for Veterans Act
Bill Number
This bill was introduced by Rep. Susan K. DelBene (DWA) as H.R.915 on February 12, 2015. This
bill currently has 96 cosponsors.
What this Bill Will Do
This bill will expand the Advisory Committee on Minority Veterans to include LGBT veterans.
What You Need to Ask
For Ask your representatives to support and cosponsor this bill if they have not yet done so,
especially if they are part of the House Subcommittee on Disability Assistance and Memorial
Affairs.
PFLAG Talking Points
● LGBT veterans deserve to be acknowledged and have their voices heard. 
The repeal of
“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” is still relatively recent, and this bill would help further end the
forced silence LGBT veterans have been subject to for decades and give them a platform
to speak about issues affecting them.
● The presence of transgender service members is acknowledged. 
Even though
transgender service only recently legalized, this bill’s language recognizes that
transgender people were serving anyway. It also asserts that those service members
deserve a voice.
Important Notes
● This bill has 96 cosponsors in the House.
● This bill was referred to the House Subcommittee on Disability Assistance and Memorial
Affairs.
● There is no current version of this bill from the Senate.
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International Human Rights Defense Act
Bill Number
This bill was introduced in the house by Rep. Alan S. Lowenthal (DCA), Rep. Christopher P.
Gibson (RNY), and Rep. Richard L. Hanna (RNY) as H.R.590 on January 28, 2015 and in the
Senate by Sen. Edward Markey (DMA) as S. 302 on January 29, 2015. At the time of
publication, the Senate version has 26 cosponsors and the House version has 63.
What this Bill Will Do
This bill will direct the newly created Special Envoy for the Human Rights of LGBTQ Peoples
position under the State Department’s Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor tasked
with advancing U.S. foreign policy that advocates for the Human Rights of LGBTQ people
internationally, and representing the U.S. in international dealings of these matters. The envoy
will have to provide annual updates on the action the U.S. takes on preventing and responding
to discrimination and violence that LGBTQ people face worldwide.
What You Need to Ask For
Though the position has been created, it is not currently held accountable by Congress. Please
call your Senators and Representatives to ask them to support this bill, especially if they are
part of the House Subcommittee on Africa, Global Health, Global Human Rights and
International Organizations or the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations.
PFLAG Talking Points
● We need to stand up for the global LGTBQ community. 
This bill is the first bill to
address issues facing the global LGBTQ community and makes protecting the human
rights of LGBTQ people a foreign policy priority.
● We need accurate information about the current state of the global LGBTQ
community. 
The Department of State’s Report on Human Rights will include a section
about the current state of LGBTQ human rights worldwide.
Important Notes
● This bill has 26 cosponsors in the Senate and 63 in the House of Representatives.
● The Senate version was referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations and the House
version was referred to the Subcommittee Africa, Global Health, Global Human Rights
and International Organizations.
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Restore Honor to Service Members Act
Bill Number
This bill was introduced by Rep. Mark Pocan (DWI) and Charles Rangel (DNY) as H.R.3068 on
July 15, 2015, and S.1766 by Sen. Brian Schatz [DHI]. This bill currently has 114 cosponsors in
the House and 39 in the Senate.
What this Bill Will Do
This bill will help service members discharged for no other reason than their sexual orientation
correct their military record to reflect their honorable service. The bill would codify the current
Department of Defense policy as it pertains to service members discharged under Don’t Ask
Don’t Tell to correct their records to reflect honorable service. It ensures that the appeals
process remains open, available and accessible to service members. This legislation would open
discharge upgrades for the estimated 100,000 service members discharged for their sexual
orientation prior to the implementation of Don’t Ask Don’t Tell.
What You Need to Ask For
Ask your representatives to support and cosponsor this bill if they have not yet done so,
especially if they are part of the House Committee on Armed Services.
PFLAG Talking Points
● LGBTQ veterans deserve to be acknowledged and have their voices heard. 
The repeal
of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” is still relatively recent, and this bill would help further end the
forced silence LGBTQ veterans have been subject to for decades and give them a
platform to speak about issues affecting them.
● LGB veterans discharged under DADT deserve compensation. 
This bill would correct
service member records to reflect honorable service for the approximately 100,000
members who were discharged dishonorably under DADT.
Important Notes
● This bill has 114 cosponsors in the House and 39 in the Senate.
● This bill was referred to the House Committee on Military Personnel. And the Senate
Committee on Armed Services.
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Stop AIDS in Prison Act
Bill Number
This bill was introduced by Rep. Maxine Waters (DCA) as H.R.768 on February 12, 2015. This
bill currently has 35 cosponsors.
What this Bill Will Do
This bill directs the Bureau of Prisons to create comprehensive policy to provide testing,
treatment, and prevention of HIV to federal prison inmates. It also requires the bureau to
report on their efforts to minimize diseases transmitted through sexual activity and intravenous
drug use as well as the effectiveness of those efforts.
What You Need to Ask For
Ask your representatives to support and cosponsor this bill if they have not yet done so,
especially if they are part of the House Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, Homeland Security,
and Investigations.
PFLAG Talking Points
● LGBTQ people are especially vulnerable to HIV and other STIs due to lack of inclusive
preventative education. 
This bill provides LGBTQ inmates with preventative education
and provides them with treatment and testing for HIV.
● Federal prisons should be motivated to preserve the health of their inmates. 
Since this
bill requires the Bureau of Prisons to report on the success rate of their testing,
treatment, and prevention programs, federal prisons will have extra incentive to fulfill
the legislation’s requirements.
● All inmates are human beings with autonomy. 
This bill gives inmates the right to
choose whether or not to be tested, minimizing the risk of potential abuse of authority.
Important Notes
● This bill has 35 cosponsors in the House.
● This bill was referred to the House Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, Homeland
Security, and Investigations.
● There is no current version of this bill in the Senate.
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All Students Count Act of 2015
Bill Number
This bill was reintroduced in the House as H.R.717 by Rep. Michael M. Honda (DCA) on
February 4, 2015 and in the Senate as S.389 by Sen. Mazie K. Hirono (DHI) on February 5, 2015.
As of publication, the House version of this bill has 16 cosponsors and the Senate version has 10
cosponsors.
What this Bill Will Do
The All Students Count Act of 2015 amends the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965 to require information on annual state report cards on student proficiency divided into
the same enumerated racial groups as the federal census report and other subgroups such as
gender, disability status, migrant status, and economic status.
What You Need to Ask For
Urge your Senator or Representative to support and cosponsor the All Students Count Act of
2015, especially if they are in the House Committee on Education and the Workforce or the
Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions. Thank them if they have already.
PFLAG Talking Points
● Many minority students, including LGBTQ students, are less likely to succeed
academically than their peers. Though this bill does not mention sexual orientation or
gender identity specifically, more diverse data will show where educational disparities
are and where focus is needed.
● Many LGBTQ students belong to the groups this bill enumerates. 
LGBTQ students face
educational barriers, but for many these barriers are connected with other barriers they
face due to race, disability, economic status, and other factors. This bill will help gather
the data necessary to address those barriers.
● Students’ privacy must be protected in the pursuit of stronger data. 
This bill provides
exemptions when dividing data as dictated endangers the privacy of individual students.
Important Notes
● As of publication, the this bill has 16 cosponsors in the House and the 10 in the Senate.
● The bill was referred to the House Committee on Education and the Workforce and the
Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.
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American Civil Rights Cities Act
Bill Number
This bill was introduced in the House as H.R.1161 by Rep. Alma S. Adams (DNC) on February
27, 2015. As of publication, this bill has 32 cosponsors.
What this Bill Will Do
This bill directs the National Park Service to designate one city per year as an “American Civil
Rights City” to highlight that city’s commitment to protecting civil rights and celebrating civil
rights efforts through establish historical organizations to preserve those efforts and
recognizing civil rights leaders. Greensboro, North Carolina, and Selma, Alabama, would be the
first cities to receive this honor.
What You Need to Ask For
Urge your Senator or Representative to support and cosponsor the American Civil Rights Cities
Act, especially if they are in the House Subcommittee on Federal Lands. Thank them if they
have already done so.
PFLAG Talking Points
● Past civil rights efforts must be recognized. 
This bill will draw attention to past civil
rights efforts by encouraging city officials to honor progressive efforts in their cities.
● Recognition of past civil rights efforts inspires and informs civil rights efforts today. 
By
encouraging the recognition past cities’ civil rights efforts, this bill will help inspire cities
to cultivate and support civil rights efforts today.
● Our federal government must be on the right side of civil rights history. 
This bill directs
a federal entity to support and honor civil rights efforts, showcasing the federal
government’s commitment to securing civil rights for all.
Important Notes
● As of publication, this bill has 32 cosponsors.
● The bill was referred to the House Subcommittee on Federal Lands.
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National Statistics on Deadly Force Transparency Act
Bill Number
This bill was introduced in the House as H.R.306 by Rep. Steve Cohen (DTN) on January 13,
2015. As of publication, this bill has 20 cosponsors.
What this Bill Will Do
The National Statistics on Deadly Force Transparency Act requires the Attorney General to
collect comprehensive data from law enforcement agencies in all cases when an officer uses
deadly force and make that data available to the public. Law enforcement agencies will also be
required to keep these data records for at least four years. The Attorney General will reduce
the amount a noncompliant state or local government receives from the Edward Byrne
Memorial Justice Assistance Grant Program by 10%.
What You Need to Ask For
Urge your Senator or Representative to support and cosponsor this act, especially if they are in
the House Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, Homeland Security, and Investigations. Thank
them if they have already done so.
PFLAG Talking Points
● LGBTQ people, especially transgender people, have been historically subject to police
violence and brutality. This bill aims to hold law enforcement agencies accountable for
acts of violence and decrease that violence.
● Many LGBTQ people are also members of other communities vulnerable to police
violence and brutality. 
People of color, low income communities, and immigrant
communities are more likely to experience violence from police than their peers.
● Law enforcement agencies must be trustworthy to minority populations and able to
work with them effectively. By cultivating transparency in law enforcement agencies,
this bill will help pinpoint areas where law enforcement agencies need to improve in
order to protect and serve all citizens. If improvements are made, relations between law
enforcement and minority populations will become less tense.
Important Notes
● As of publication, this bill has 20 cosponsors, and was referred to the House
Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, Homeland Security, and Investigations.
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Half in Ten Act of 2015
Bill Number
This bill was introduced in the House as H.R. 258 by Rep. Barbara Lee (DCA) on January 9, 2015.
As of publication this bill has 38 cosponsors.
What this Bill Will Do
The Half in Ten Act of 2015 establishes a Federal Interagency Working Group on Reducing
Poverty in the Department of Health and Human Services and requires it to create a national
strategy to cut poverty in half within ten years of the release of the 2014 Census Report on
Income and Poverty in the United States: 2013.
What you Need to Ask For
Ask your Members of Congress to support this bill, especially if they serve on the House
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. If they are not a cosponsor of the bill, ask
them to support it by cosponsoring. If they are already a cosponsor, please thank them.
PFLAG Talking Points
● LGBTQ people, especially transgender people, are more likely to live in poverty than
their nonLGBTQ peers. 
According to a 2014 report from Movement Advancement
Project and the Center for American Progress, 20.7% of LGBT Americans make less than
$12,000 a year compared with 17.0% of nonLGBT Americans. This disparity is even
more pronounced with the trans community: 15% making less than $10,000 a year
compared with 4% of the general population.
● Some LGBTQ people face even higher rates of poverty due to intersecting racial
identities. 
34% of Black transgender people make less than $10,000 per year, and 55%
of Native American LGBT adults are food insecure.
● A plan is necessary to combat poverty nationwide. This bill mandates a concrete
strategy to cut poverty to improve the lives of lowincome LGBTQ people and families.
Important Notes
● As of publication, this bill has 38 cosponsors.
● The bill was referred to the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform.
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Charlie Morgan Military Spouses Equal Treatment Act
Bill Number
This bill was reintroduced by Sen. Jeanne Shaheen (DNH) as S.270 on January 27, 2015. This bill
currently has 17 cosponsors.
What this Bill Will Do
This bill redefines “surviving spouse” to include all legally married spouses at the time of a
veteran’s death rather than only oppositesex spouses for the purposes of veterans benefits
provisions.
What You Need to Ask For
Ask your senators and representatives to support and cosponsor this bill if they have not yet
done so, especially if they are part of the Senate Committee on Veterans’ Affairs. Contact your
representatives to explain to them the importance of having an identical bill in the House.
PFLAG Talking Points
● LGBTQ people should not face the added burden of not receiving veterans benefits
upon the death of their samesex military spouse. 
This bill dispels one of the many
worries samesex military couples face.
● LGBTQ servicemembers and their families deserve the full extent of benefits for their
service. 
This bill ensures an LGBTQ service member’s service is just as valuable as a
nonLGBTQ servicemembers.
Important Notes
● This bill has 17 cosponsors in the Senate.
● The Senate version of this bill was referred to the Committee on Veterans’ Affairs.
● There is no current version of this bill from the House of Representatives.
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Bills We Are Monitoring
Housing Fairness Act of 2015
Bill Number
This bill was introduced in the House as 
H.R.372 by Rep. Al Green (DTX) on January 14, 2015.
As of publication this bill has 22 cosponsors.
What this Bill Will Do
The Housing Fairness Act of 2015 directs the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
conduct a nationwide testing program to investigate housing discrimination against select social
groups. The bill also amends the Housing and Community Development Act of 1987 so only
private nonprofit fair housing organizations who pass the test receive federal funding. The
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development must also develop a grant program to assist
housing organizations in investigating and combating housing discrimination. This bill appears
supportive of LGBTQ people, but does not explicitly mention sexual orientation or gender
identity. We will continue to monitor it and determine what type of action is necessary.
Important Notes
● As of publication, this bill has 21 cosponsors.
● The bill was referred to the House Committee on Financial Services.
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STEM Opportunities Act of 2015
Bill Number
This bill was introduced in the House as 
H.R.467 by Rep. Eddie Bernice Johnson (DTX) on
January 22, 2015. As of publication this bill has 36 cosponsors.
What this Bill Will Do
The STEM Opportunities Act of 2015 requires the Office of Science and Technology Policy to
provide federal science agencies with resources to investigate minority disparities in STEM
fields and offer grants to combat these disparities. This bill appears supportive of LGBTQ
people, but does not explicitly mention sexual orientation or gender identity. We will continue
to monitor it and determine what type of action is necessary.
Important Notes
● As of publication, this bill has 36 cosponsors.
● The bill was referred to the House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology.
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Teach Safe Relationships Act
Bill Number
This bill was introduced in the Senate as 
S.385 by Sen. Tim Kaine (DVA) on February 3, 2015,
and 
H.R. 3141 by Rep. Carolyn Maloney [DNY12] on July 21, 2015. As of publication, this bill
has 4 cosponsors in the Senate and 8 cosponsors in the House.
What this Bill Will Do
The Teach Safe Relationships Act of 2015 requires schools to teach curriculum promoting safe
relationships including concepts like consent, relationship communication, and recognizing
abuse. This curriculum must reflect “diverse circumstance and realities of young people.” This
bill appears supportive of LGBTQ people, but does not explicitly mention sexual orientation or
gender identity. We will continue to monitor it and determine what type of action is necessary.
Important Notes
● As of publication, this bill has 4 cosponsors in the Senate and 8 in the House.
● The bill was referred to the Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and
Pensions and the House Subcommittee on Early Childhood, Elementary, and Secondary
Education.
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Part III: Tips and Tools
Tips
Tips For Organizing An Event
Here are some quick tips for organizing an event, courtesy of the 
ACLU's 
Activist Toolkit
:
● Start early. 
Begin planning an event and its logistics at least a month in advance (or
further, depending on the event’s size).
● Divide and conquer. 
Create a committee made up of chapter and coalition members to
deal with the various tasks of coordinating. Examples include food, speakers, activities,
materials, and publicity.
● Publicize your event.

Use social media, flyers, posters, emails, newsletters, and local
media to let people know about your event. And be sure to include the PFLAG logo on
all of your materials! Visit pflag.org/logos for more information and to download logo
files.
● Tell PFLAG National. Keep PFLAG National informed about any events you are planning
so we can fully support your efforts!
In all advertisements, address the 5 Ws:
○
○
○
○
○

Who will be speaking
What will they be addressing
When will it happen
Where will it take place
Why your group is sponsoring the event

Be brief but accurate and exact (time, address, directions, web links, etc.), and be sure
to provide contact information where people can get additional information.
● Follow Up. 
Write a brief wrapup news story about the event for use in local news and
social media. Letting people know what a huge success it was will encourage them to
attend your next event. Be sure to write thankyou notes to all who contributed, and a
general thank you to all who attended, including information about how the event went
(number of attendees, topics covered, funny stories, etc.).
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● Prepare for next time. 
Make sure everyone on each committee evaluates what worked
and what didn’t. Be honest about successes and difficulties so that you’re prepared for
the next great event!

Tips for Writing A Campaign Action Plan
In order to have the greatest impact when advocating, it may be helpful to write out an
organized plan. Below you will find guidelines for effective action in campaigning, courtesy of
the 
Washington Peace Center’s Spring 2012 edition of 
The Peace Letter
and the 
Midwest
Academy
.

Sample Campaign Action Plan: Employment NonDiscrimination Act (ENDA)
Pinpoint Goals
● ShortTerm: Learn and raise awareness about the lack of antidiscrimination protections
for LGBTQ people.
● Intermediate: Talk to elected officials and others about ENDA and its importance for
LGBTQ individuals, their families and friends, as well as for the nation and the economy.
● LongTerm: Once ENDA is passed, ensure employers are upholding the law and not
discriminating against anyone for their sexual orientation or gender identity. If you are
the victim of discrimination or witness it, please report it to your local authorities
immediately.
Identify Targets
● Primary (Who are the people/institutions who can give you what you want?): Elected
officials – local and state
● Secondary (Who has influence/power over the decision makers?): Media outlets,
constituents
Determine Constituents, Allies, and Opponents
● Constituents (those who are directly affected): LGBTQ people and their families and
friends
● Allies (those who will join and support your cause): Family members and friends of the
LGBTQ community, businesses with nondiscrimination policies already in practice,
friendly legislators
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● Opponents (those who oppose your cause): Antiequality groups such as National
Organization for Marriage (NOM) and Parents and Friends of ExGays and Gays (PFOX)

Organizational Considerations
● What do you have (Tools on hand): Knowledge, passion, personal stories, a committed
team
● What do you need (Missing pieces): Meeting with elected officials or letters and calls to
their office – Bring/send brief fact sheets with information about ENDA and its potential
benefits; testimony from those affected by discrimination in the workplace and
businesses that support ENDA
● Potential problems (Roadblocks): Resistance from policymakers (refused meetings,
political rhetoric, antiequality beliefs); Antiequality groups attempt to manipulate
public opinion
Tactics
● Pressure Tactics: Have all PFLAG and coalition members consistently make calls and
write letters to elected officials. Write opeds to news outlets. Join forces with
businesses and faith leaders who can effectively counter claims from antiequality
groups
● Educational Tactics: Use meetings to inform and empower members to advocate for
ENDA. Host public community forums and panels about ENDA and its importance. Use
brief fact sheets about ENDA and its potential effects

Tips for Building Coalitions
When approaching other groups, it may be useful to send an outreach letter in which you
highlight PFLAG’s mission and alignment with the other group’s mission.
Here is sample text for such a letter.
Dear (Name of group or Leader of group),
I am writing on behalf of PFLAG __________. We appreciate your work for
LGBTQ equality [highlight group’s specific mission] and would like to join forces
to achieve our common goal. As a chapter of PFLAG, we strive to promote the
health and wellbeing of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender persons and
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their families and friends through support, education, and advocacy to end
discrimination and secure equal rights.
To effectively realize our goal, we would like to form a coalition between our
organizations. Some of our upcoming projects and campaigns include
___________.
Please let me know at your earliest convenience if you are interested in forming a
coalition. We believe that together, we can achieve equality for all.
Thank you,
[Your name], [Your Chapter Leadership Role]
[Signatures of other PFLAG members]
Be sure to choose a strategy that will allow everyone to contribute their unique skills to the
goal, even unexpected supporters, like those from advocacy groups whose missions are
complementary but not necessarily similar (for example, teaming up with an environmental
advocacy group). Most of all be clear, concise, and appreciative when approaching potential
coalition members.

Tips for Contacting the Media
Both press releases and media advisories are important tools for contacting the media, but
each serves a different purpose. A press release shares news about your chapter, such as your
reaction to an important news item or change in law, or allows you to share information about
new programming, a change in leadership, or upcoming activities. A media advisory, or media
alert, invites the media to a specific event, such as a news conference or presentation, an event
that may or may not be open to the public.
Since the media advisory is an invitation, it's sent to press who are likely to attend, whereas a
press release is sent to a larger audience. A media advisory, then, would more likely be sent to
local press or local television, whereas a press release would be sent nationally, or include
magazines and radio stations as well.
To be sure of the greatest possibility of coverage and/or media attendance, media advisories
should be sent at least twice, once a few weeks before the event and then again a day or so
before the event as a reminder. You only need to send it more than this if there is a drastic
change, or an important addition to the event lineup, such as the inclusion of a VIP who will be
attending. Press releases are sent out only when relevant, and only with important shareable
news.
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Templates for both press releases and media advisories—as well as other resources for
working with the media—can be found at 
pflag.org/resource/toolsandtemplates
.
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Tips for Writing an OpEd
Adapted from the 
ACLU's 
Activist Toolkit
:
Quick Hits
● Use short, simple sentences.
● Avoid jargon.
● Explicitly support or oppose something.
● Personalize the oped with an anecdote.
● Link the oped to a current news story but keep the focus local.
● Follow the particular paper’s guidelines for submission closely.
The Plan, ParagraphByParagraph
● Start with a personal anecdote.
● Make your main point in the first or second paragraph.
● Begin to elaborate two, maximum three, supporting points in the following paragraphs.
● Make sure your paragraphs are short and contain one main idea.
● Use facts, statistics and studies to support your arguments. Do not, however, be overly
legal. Use metaphors (sports, movies and music work best) to relate complex ideas.
● Conclude with a paragraph that draws the piece together and links to your opening
anecdote.
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Tools
Note: These and other resources can be found at 
pflag.org/resource/toolsandtemplates
.

Sample Email (preferred) or Fax for Scheduling a D.C. or InDistrict Meeting
The Honorable [First Name] [Last Name]
Attn: Scheduler
U.S. Senate OR U.S. House of Representatives/State Sen. or HouseAssembly/City
Council
[Street Address]
[City, State Zip]
Re: Appointment with [insert legislator’s name here]
VIA EMAIL/FACSIMILE: [fax number]
Dear Senator/Representative [Last Name]:
I am writing to request a meeting with you in your [Washington, D.C. or name of
city where the nearest district office is located] office for [insert date and time or
leave time open to meet the legislator’s tight schedule].
I, along with members of PFLAG [Chapter Name], the organization representing
the parents, families, and friends of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and
queer (LGBTQ) people in [insert city or state name], would like to discuss
upcoming legislation that impacts our LGBTQ loved ones.
I hope that you can accommodate this request, and I will contact your office
shortly to schedule this meeting if a response is delayed. In the meantime, you
can contact me at [insert phone number] or [insert email] if you have any
questions.
Sincerely,
[your name]
PFLAG [chapter name]
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Sample Legislative ThankYou Letter
The Honorable [First Name] [Last Name]
Attn: Scheduler
U.S. Senate OR U.S. House of Representatives /State Sen. or HouseAssembly/City
Council
[Street Address]
[City, State Zip]
Re: Appointment with [insert legislator’s name here]
VIA EMAIL/FACSIMILE: [fax number]
Dear Senator/Representative [Last Name]:
Thank you for taking the time to meet with me, along with members of PFLAG
[insert chapter name], the organization representing the parents, families and
friends of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBTQ) people, on [insert date
and time].
We appreciate the thoughtful discussion on the rights of our LGBTQ loved ones
living in [insert name of state/district here]. We value your time and attention on
these issues which is of vital concern to our families and many of your other
constituents.
We look forward to working with you to help create a more just society for our
LGBTQ loved ones through addressing important civil rights legislation like
[include name of specific legislation if applicable].
[Be sure to include any followup information if you were asked a question and
unable to answer it during the meeting. If this section is longer than one
paragraph, include it as a onepage attachment, remembering to be brief, clear
and concise in all of your communications.]
Thanks again for your time and consideration. Please feel free to contact me at
any time if I can be helpful to you.
Sincerely,
[your name]
PFLAG [chapter name]
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PFLAG’s Elected Official Visit Report Form
Please fill out a visit report form after each visit and return it to your Field Manager upon
completion. This is crucial information that will help us track elected officials who have learned
about the issues and those who have not, as well as which members have connected with you.
Basic Information
Name and Title of Elected Official: _____________________________________________
State/District: _____________________________________________________________
Date Visited: ______________________
Time Visit Start/End: ___________________
Information on Elected Official/Staff
Did you meet with the Legislator, staff or both? __________________________________
What staff members were present? ____________________________________________
Name/Title:

_______________________________________________________________

Name/Title:

_______________________________________________________________

Information

on

Your

Team:

Who

Came

on

the

Visit?

Name/Email:______________________________________________________________
Name/Email: ______________________________________________________________
Was the official supportive of including sexual orientation and gender identity in legislation?
________________________________________________________________
Did the legislator express any reservations about adding sexual orientation and gender identity
to legislation? If so, what were they? ____________________________________
What questions did they ask? _________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Looking Ahead
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What would you suggest as next steps with this office? Other comments? Please use an
additional sheet if needed. _______________________ ___________________________
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Part IV: Resources
PFLAG National Glossary of Terms
Affirmed gender: The gender by which one wishes to be known. This term is often used to
replace terms like “new gender” or “chosen gender,” which imply that the current gender was
not always a person’s gender or that the gender was chosen rather than simply in existence.
Agender:
A person who does not identify with any gender.
Ally
: A term used to describe someone who does not identify as LGBTQ but who is supportive
of LGBTQ individuals and the community, either personally or as an advocate. Whereas allies to
the LGB community typically identify as "straight," allies to the transgender community also
come from the LGBTQ community.
Androgyne:
An androgynous individual
Androgynous
:
A nonbinary gender identity typically used to describe a person’s appearances
or clothing.
Asexual: An individual who does not experience romantic or sexual attraction. There is
considerable
diversity among the asexual community; each asexual person experiences things
like relationships, attraction, and arousal somewhat differently. Asexuality is distinct from
celibacy or sexual abstinence, which are chosen behaviors, while asexuality is a sexual
orientation that does not necessarily entail either of those behaviors. Some asexual individuals
do have sex, for a variety of reasons. Asexuality is sometimes used as an umbrella term for
individuals who experience varying degrees of attraction, including but not limited to
“aromantic,” used by individuals who do not experience romantic attraction to others,
regardless of gender; “grayasexual,” also referred to as GrayA or graysexual, which describes
an individual whose identity falls somewhere between asexual and sexual attraction; and
“demisexual,” which denotes individuals who tend only to experiences sexual attraction after
an emotional connection has developed.
Assigned
gender
: The gender that is assigned to an infant at birth based on the child’s genitalia
and other visible physical sex characteristics.
Bisexual
: Bisexual: This term commonly refers to an individual who has the capacity for
attraction sexually, romantically, emotionally, or otherwise to people with the same, and to
people with a different, gender and/or gender identity as themselves. People who identify as
bisexual need not have had equal experience or equal levels of attraction with people across
genders, nor any experience at all: it is merely attraction and selfidentification that determine
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orientation. Bisexuality, as it is frequently used today, can act as an umbrella term that
encapsulates many identities such as pansexual and omnisexual.
Cisgender: 
A term used to describe an individual whose gender identity aligns with the one
typically associated with the sex assigned to them at birth.
Closeted
:
Describes a person who is not open about their sexual orientation or gender identity,
or an ally who is not open about their support for people who are LGBTQ.
Coming 
out
:
For most people who are lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender, the process of
selfacceptance that continues throughout one’s life, and the sharing of the information with
others. Sometimes referred to as “disclosing” by the transgender community. Individuals often
establish a lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender/gendernonconforming identity within
themselves first, and then may choose to reveal it to others. Coming out can also apply to the
family and friends of lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender youth or adults when they reveal to
others their connection to an LGBTQ person or the community. There are many different
degrees of being out: Some may be out to friends only, some may be out publicly, and some
may be out only to themselves. It’s important to remember that coming out is an incredibly
personal and transformative experience. Not everyone is in the same place when it comes to
being out, and it is critical to respect where each person is in that process of selfidentification.
It is up to each person, individually, to decide if and when to come out or disclose.
Disclosure: 
A word that some people use intently and others avoid with equal intent, preferring
to use the term “coming out” to describe the act or process of revealing one’s transgender or
gender nonconforming identity to another person in a specific instance. Some find the term
offensive, implying the need to disclose something shameful, while others prefer disclosure,
finding “coming out” offensive. Gay: The adjective used to describe people who are
emotionally, romantically, or physically
attracted to people of the same gender (e.g., gay man,
gay people). In contemporary contexts, “lesbian” is often a preferred term for women, though
many women use the word “gay” to describe themselves. People who are gay need not have
had any sexual experience; it is the attraction that helps determine orientation.
Gender: A set of social, psychological, or emotional traits, often influenced by societal
expectations, that classify an individual as male, female, a mixture of both, or neither.
Genderaffirming surgery (GAS): Surgical procedures that help people adjust their bodies in a
way that more closely matches their innate or internal gender identity. Not every transgender
person will desire or have resources for surgery. This should be used in place of the older and
often offensive term “sex change.” Also sometimes referred to as sexual reassignment surgery
(SRS), genital reconstruction surgery, or medical transition.
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Gender binary
: 
The concept that there are only two genders, male and female, and that
everyone must be one or the other. Also implies the assumption that gender is biologically
determined.
Gender expansive: Also "gender creative," (or medically, "gender variant”). An umbrella term
sometimes used to describe children and youth that expand notions of gender expression and
identity beyond what is perceived as the expected gender norms for their society or context.
Some genderexpansive individuals identify with being either male or female, some identify as
neither, and others identify as a mix of both. Genderexpansive people feel that they exist
psychologically between genders, as on a spectrum, or beyond the notion of the male and
female binary paradigm, and sometimes prefer using genderneutral pronouns (see “Preferred
Gender Pronouns”). They may or may not be comfortable with their bodies as they are,
regardless of how they express their gender.
Gender 
expression
: 
The manner in which a person communicates about gender to others
through external means such as clothing, appearance, or mannerisms. This communication may
be conscious or subconscious and may or may not reflect their gender identity or sexual
orientation. While most people’s understandings of gender expressions relate to masculinity
and femininity, there are countless combinations that may incorporate both masculine and
feminine expressions—or neither—through androgynous expressions. The important thing to
recognize is that an individual’s gender expression does not automatically imply one’s gender
identity.
Gender 
identity
:
One’s deeply held core sense of being male, female, some of both, or neither.
One’s gender identity does not always correspond to biological sex. Awareness of gender
identity is usually experienced as early as 18 months old and reinforced in adolescence.
Gender 
neutral
: 
Not gendered. Can refer to language (including pronouns), spaces (like
bathrooms), or identities (being genderqueer, for example).
Gender nonconforming: 
A term (considered by some to be outdated) used to describe those
who view their gender identity as one of many possible genders beyond strictly female or male.
More current terms include “gender expansive,” “differently gendered,” “gender creative,”
“gender variant,” “genderqueer,” “gender fluid,” “gender neutral,” “bigender,” “androgynous,”
or “gender diverse.” PFLAG National uses the term "gender expansive."
Genderspectrum
: 
The concept that gender exists beyond a simple “male/female” binary
model, but instead exists on an infinite continuum that transcends the two. Some people fall
towards more masculine or more feminine aspects, some people move fluidly along the
spectrum, and some identify off the spectrum entirely.
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Gender 
variant
: A term, often used by the medical community, to describe children and youth
who dress, behave, or express themselves in a way that does not conform to dominant gender
norms. (See “gender nonconforming.”) People outside the medical community tend to avoid
this term because they feel it suggests these identities are abnormal, preferring terms such as
"gender expansive" and "gender creative."
Homophobia: 
An aversion to lesbian or gay people that often manifests itself in the form of
prejudice and bias. Similarly, “biphobia” is an aversion to bisexuality and people who are
bisexual, and “transphobia” is an aversion to people who are transgender. “Homophobic,”
“biphobic,” and “transphobic” are the related adjectives. Collectively, these attitudes are
referred to as “anti LGBTQ bias.”
Homosexual: 
An outdated clinical term often considered derogatory and offensive, as opposed
to the preferred terms, “gay” and “lesbian.”
Intersex
/differences of sexual development (DSD)
:
Individuals born with ambiguous genitalia
or bodies that appear neither typically male nor female, often arising from chromosomal
anomalies or ambiguous genitalia. In the past, medical professionals commonly assigned a male
or female gender to the individual and proceeded to perform genderaffirming surgeries
beginning in infancy and often continuing into adolescence, before a child was able to give
informed consent. Formerly the medical terms “hermaphrodite” and “pseudohermaphrodite”
were used; these terms are now considered neither acceptable nor scientifically accurate. The
Intersex Society of North America opposes this practice of genital mutilation on infants and
children.
Latinx: a genderexpansive term used to be more inclusive of all genders than the binary terms
“latino” or “latina” permit, as these are terms of identity found in Spanish, a gendered
language.
Lesbian: A woman who is emotionally, romantically, and/or physically attracted to other
women. People who are lesbians need not have had any sexual experience; it is the attraction
that helps determine orientation.
LGBTQ: An acronym that collectively refers to individuals who are lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, or queer. It is sometimes stated as “LGBT” (lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgender), “GLBT” (gay, lesbian, bi, and transgender). The addition of the “Q” is a more
recently preferred version of the acronym as cultural opinions of the term “queer” focus
increasingly on its positive, reclaimed definition, which recognizes more fluid identities; and as
a move towards greater inclusivity for gender expansive people. The Q can also signify
“questioning,” for those who are still exploring questions of sexuality or gender. Occasionally,
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the acronym is also stated as “LGBTA” to include people who are asexual or allies, or “LGBTI,”
with the “I” representing intersex.
Lifestyle: 
A negative term often incorrectly used to describe the lives of people who are LGBTQ.
The term is disliked because it implies that being LGBTQ is a choice.
Misgender: 
To refer to someone, especially a transgender or genderexpansive person, using a
word, especially a
pronoun or form of address, which does not correctly reflect the gender with
which they identify.
Out: 
Describes people who openly selfidentify as LGBTQ in their private, public, and/or
professional lives.
Pansexual: A term, often included under the umbrella of Bisexuality, referring to a person
whose emotional, romantic, and/or physical attraction is to people of all
gender identities and
biological sexes. People who are pansexual need not have had any sexual experience; it is the
attraction that helps determine orientation.
Preferred Gender Pronouns: 
A preferred gender pronoun, or PGP—sometimes called “proper
gender pronoun”—is the pronoun or set of
pronouns that an individual would like others to use
when talking to or about that individual. In English, the singular pronouns that we use most
frequently are gendered, which can create an issue for transgender and gendernonconforming
people, who may prefer that you use gender neutral or genderinclusive pronouns when talking
to or about them. In English, the most commonly used singular genderneutral pronouns are
“ze” (sometimes spelled “zie”) and “hir” or the pronouns “xe” and “xer.” Some (as in this
publication) also use “they” and “their” as genderneutral singular pronouns.
[i]
Queer: A term used with increasing popularity by some people—particularly youth—to
describe themselves and/or their
community. Reappropriated from its earlier negative use, the
term is valued by some for its defiance, by some because it can be inclusive of the entire
community, and by others who find it to be an appropriate term to describe their more fluid
identities. Traditionally a negative or pejorative term for people who are gay, “queer” is still
sometimes disliked within the LGBTQ community. Due to its varying meanings, this word should
only be used when selfidentifying or quoting someone who selfidentifies as queer (i.e. “My
cousin identifies as genderqueer.”)
Questioning: 
A term used to describe those who are in a process of discovery and exploration
about their sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, or a combination thereof.
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SameGender Loving: A term sometimes used by members of the AfricanAmerican/Black
community to express an alternative sexual orientation (gay/bisexual) without relying on terms
and symbols of European descent.
Sex: Commonly refers to anatomical, physiological, genetic, or physical attributes that define if
a person ismale, female, or intersex. These include both primary and secondary sex
characteristics, including genitalia, gonads, hormone levels, hormone receptors, chromosomes,
and genes. Sex is often confused or interchanged with gender, which is thought of as more
social and less biological, though there is some considerable overlap.
Sexual
orientation

: Emotional, romantic, or sexual feelings toward other people. People who
are straight experience these feelings primarily for people of a different gender than their own.
People who are gay or lesbian experience these feelings primarily for people of the same
gender; people who are bisexual experience these feelings for people of different genders,
though not always at the same time, and people who are asexual experience no sexual
attraction at all. Other terms include pansexual and polysexual. Sexual orientation is part of the
human condition, while sexual behavior involves the choices one makes in acting on one’s
sexual orientation. One’s sexual activity does not define who one is with regard to one’s sexual
orientation; it is the attraction that helps determine orientation.
Stealth: 
A term used to describe transgender or genderexpansive individuals who do not
disclose their transgender or genderexpansive status in their public or private lives (or certain
aspects of their public lives). The term is increasingly considered offensive by some as it implies
an element of deception. The phrase “maintaining privacy” is often used instead.
Transgender: Often shortened to “trans.” A term describing a person’s gender identity that
does not necessarily match their assigned sex at birth. Other terms commonly used are “female
to male” (FTM), “male to female” (MTF), “assigned male at birth” (AMAB), “assigned female at
birth” (AFAB), and “genderqueer.” Transgender people may or may not decide to alter their
bodies hormonally and/or surgically to match their gender identity. This word is also used as a
broad umbrella term to describe those who transcend conventional expectations of gender
identity or expression. Like any umbrella term, many different groups of people with different
histories and experiences are often included within the greater transgender community—such
groups include, but are certainly not limited to, people who identify as transsexual,
genderqueer, gender variant, gender diverse, and androgynous.
Transition: 
A term sometimes used to describe the process—social, legal, or medical—one goes
through to discover and/or affirm one’s gender identity. This may, but does not always, include
taking hormone; having surgeries; and changing names, pronouns, identification documents,
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and more. Many individuals choose not to or are unable to transition for a wide range of
reasons both within and beyond their control.
Transsexual: A less frequently used—and sometimes misunderstood—term (considered by
some to be outdated or possibly offensive, and others to be uniquely applicable to them) which
refers to people who are transgender who use (or consider using) medical interventions such as
hormone therapy or genderaffirming surgeries (GAS), also called sex reassignment surgery
(SRS) (or a combination of the two) or pursue medical interventions as part of the process of
expressing their gender. Some people who identify as transsexual do not identify as
transgender and vice versa.

PFLAG National Trainings
As part of PFLAG's commitment to educating our communities, we offer a wide variety of
training programs to help develop skills, promote understanding about key issues, and create
engaged advocates for equality everywhere. Check out 
PFLAG Academy Online

to learn more.
To learn more about trainings from our Straight for Equality program, visit Straight for Equality
at 
straightforequality.org/ContactUs
.
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PFLAG National Field and Policy Staff and Volunteers
For reliable and consistent news on LGBTQ topics, be sure you are signed up through our
website to receive 
Policy
Matters
, delivered every other Friday afternoon. Send an email with
your name and email address to 
info@pflag.org if you believe you are NOT receiving this, or
other correspondence from PFLAG National.
As always, 
PFLAG
National staff and Regional Directors are here to answer questions, give you
important information on issues, and provide insight on how to have the most effective
meeting possible with your elected leaders.
Beth Kohm, Deputy Executive Director
(202) 6575997
Diego Sanchez, Director of Policy
(202) 6576997
Jamie Curtis, Manager, Field & Policy, East Region
(202) 6836456
East Region: AL • CT • DC • DE • FL • GA • KY • MA • MD • ME • MS • NC • NH • NJ • NY • PA •
PR • RI • SC • TN • VA • VT • WV
Cesar Hernandez, Manager, Field & Policy, West Region
(202) 6839306
West Region: AK • AZ • CA • CO • HI • ID • MT • NM • NV • OR • UT • WA • WY
Brooke Smith, Manager, Field & Policy, Central Region
(202) 6836455
Central Region: AR • IL • IN • IA • KS • LA • MI • MN • MO • NE • ND • OH • OK • SD • TX • WI

PFLAG National Volunteer Regional Directors
Kathy Godwin
, Vice President, Regional Directors Council Chair
Georgia Henry
(pending election), Northern Plains (MN, ND, SD, WI)
Conal Charles
, Gulf (AL, FL, GA, MS, PR)
Karen Neiman
(pending election), MidPacific (Northern CA, NV)
Kay Holladay
, Southern (AR, LA, OK, TX)
Dawn Holt
, Pacific Northwest (AK, ID, MT, OR, WA)
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Catherine Hyde
, Regional Director, MidAtlantic (DC, DE, MD, VA, WV)
Joni Stacy
, Central (IA, KS, MO, NE)
Abby Maisonave
, North Atlantic (NJ, NY, PA)

Amy Mesirow
, Northeast (CT, MA, ME, NH, RI, VT)
Open, Southern Pacific (Southern CA, HI)
Linda Stroupe
, South Atlantic (KY, NC, SC, TN)
Michael Ley
, Great Lakes (IL, IN, MI, OH)
Julie Wilson
, Mountain West (AZ, CO, NM, UT, WY)
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About PFLAG
Founded in 1972 with the simple act of a mother publicly supporting her gay son, PFLAG is the
original family and ally organization. Uniting people who are lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
and queer (LGBTQ) with families, friends, and allies, PFLAG is committed to advancing equality
through its mission of support, education, and advocacy. PFLAG has 400 chapters and 200,000
supporters crossing multiple generations of American families in major urban centers, small
cities, and rural areas in all 50 states, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. This vast
grassroots network is cultivated, resourced, and serviced by PFLAG National, located in
Washington, D.C., the National Board of Directors and 13 volunteer Regional Directors.

For more information, please contact us:
Email
:
info@pflag.org
Phone:

(202) 4678180
Mail:
1828 L Street NW, Suite 660, Washington, D.C. 20036

Website:
pflag.org

Facebook:
facebook.com/pflag

Twitter:
@pflag

Instagram:
@pflagnational

Pinterest:
/pflag
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